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Introduction to the HV-CMOS technology

HV-CMOS technologies were originally developed to handle high voltages for driving displays, 
motors and many other devices 

HV-CMOS is a Mature industry-standard technology and commercially available (high-
performance, low-complexity, low-cost) 

HV-CMOS supports high negative voltages (<120V) to form a wide depletion region (~15μm) in 
a deep N-well / P-substrate diode 

HV-CMOS can also be used for radiation detection
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HV-CMOS sensor technologies

1. Wide depletion area helps to improve both position and time resolution 

2. Embedded readout CMOS electronics within the sensing area
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HV-CMOS sensor technologies

1.  Wide depletion helps to improve both position and time resolution 

➤ High negative bias voltage (~120V) for a wide depletion region 
(~15μm) in the substrate 

Fast charge collection via drift (~200ps) -> good time 
resolution (<20ns) 

Small sensor capacitance -> excellent noise performance -> 
high SNR 

Large charge signal amplitude -> high SNR
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HV-CMOS sensor technologies

2.  Embedded full CMOS readout electronics within the collecting electrode 

➤ Possible to embed complex electronics in the sensor layer (biasing 
resistors, CSA, sharper and comparator) -> higher integration density of 
silicon 

➤ CMOS electronics is isolated from the high-voltage-biased substrate  -> 
small crosstalk noise 

3.  Small individual pixels (~25μm × 25μm) -> good position resolution 

4.  Thin sensors (≥50μm) -> reduce particle multi-scattering and good 
position resolution
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Application fields of HV-CMOS sensors

➤ Astro-physics 
HV-CMOS sensors provide the measurement of mixed particles in the high-radiation 
space environment with advantages of being low-sized, low-weighted and low-power-
consuming 

➤ Medical imaging 
HV-CMOS sensors can be used for positron emission tomography (PET) scans  

➤ Particle physics 
HV-CMOS sensors can be used to track high-energy particles with high-position-resolution, 
high-time-resolution, high-radiation-tolerance and high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 

Target applications: 

- Mu3e experiment at PSI (first real application of the HV-CMOS sensor) 

- considered for ATLAS inner tracker upgrade and future linear colliders ILC and CLIC
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HV-CMOS sensors - Available foundries

AMS LFoundry ESPROS XFAB TowerJazz

Feature node 180nm/0.35μm 150nm 150nm 180nm 180nm

HV ≤100V/≤150V ≤60V ≤15V ≤200V ≤5V

HR 2016/Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Quadruple-well No (triple) Yes Yes No (BOX) Yes

Metal layers 6/4 6 6 6 6

Backside processing No Yes Yes No Yes

Stitching No Yes No No Yes

TSV Yes No No No No
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Previous work at Liverpool

➤ The University of Liverpool 
started developing HV-CMOS 
sensors in 2014 

➤ First submission: H35DEMO in 
AMS 0.35μm technology  

submission in October 2015 

wafer delivered in December 2015

different substrate resistivity to 
test its impact on SNR 

20Ω·cm (standard), 80Ω·cm, 
200Ω·cm, 1KΩ·cm 
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New submission in LFoundry

➤ Design of an HV-CMOS sensor prototype in LFoundry 150nm is currently 
in progress 

➤ The prototype will include matrices of different features: 

Matrix 1: high-rate readout with trigger and based on associative buffer cells 
Matrix 2: high-rate readout based on shift registers 
Matrix 3: analog pixels 
Matrix 4: high-rate readout with Time-to-Digital Converter circuits 

- pushes the sensor’s time resolution (for the Mu3e and also interesting for ATLAS) 
- very small area pixels 

➤ Thinning, backside biasing and fabrication in different substrate resistivity 
(HR) are foreseen 

➤ Prototype area will be 1cm×1cm (MPW) and submitted in August 2016
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New submission in LFoundry - My work
➤ My tasks: Design of bias circuits 

A bias circuit in general produces the biasing voltages for the other parts of the sensor to 
keep them in proper working condition 

➤ To improve performance of bias circuits in LFoundry, introduce a Low-Dropout (LDO) 
voltage regulator, its output voltage is stable despite changes in the power supply voltage 

➤ An LDO voltage regulator provides a high-PSRR output voltage to rejects the variation in 
power supply and stabilises outputs of bias circuit                      (PSRR: power supply rejection ratio)
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New submission in LFoundry - My work

LDO  transient simulation result

Vout
Vin (Power supply voltage)
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New submission in LFoundry - My work

Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC): 
➤ Its output changes according to the digital input, which is the basis of the biasing 

voltages 
➤ It takes the stable reference voltage from LDO
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New submission in LFoundry - My work

DAC simulation result
Iout

Iout (A)

Input

Linearity parameters: 
DNL_max = 0.273 LSB 
INL_max = 2.33 LSB

Iout ideal Iout (LSB*n) reference line
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New submission in LFoundry
➤ The bias block will be assembled into the particle sensor together 

with other parts designed by my colleagues 
➤ The bias block takes the job of biasing other blocks with appropriate 

voltages to help them achieve the desired gain or shaping time

CSA sharper comparator

pixel signals bias bias bias
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Conclusion

➤ HV-CMOS sensor technology is a very feasible and 
advantageous option for particle physics experiments and other 
related applications in the future 

➤ Liverpool has started an R&D program to develop HV-CMOS 
sensors for HEP experiments: 

design of a pixel demonstrator in 0.35μm HV-AMS 
technology (H35DEMO) 

New submission in LFoundry(150nm) is in progress, I am in 
charge of the design of biasing circuits
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Future plans

➤ Submission of the prototype in LFoundry will be in August 
2016 

➤ Chip (MPW) delivery will be in less than 3 months after 
submission 

➤ PCB and FPGA (HW / SW) will be designed in the meantime 
to verify the fabricated chips

Thank you for your attention! 

Questions?
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CMOS sensor technology   (backup)

➤ Not fully depleted as there is no deep N-well and only low voltage can be 
applie 

➤ charge collection is mainly by diffusion(<100ns) 

➤ Pixel = sensing diode + simple NMOS-only amplifier to buffer the 
signal

Detector Institute

MIMOSA Uni. Strasbourg

DNW MAPS INFN

INMAPS RAL, CERN
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Previous work at Liverpool (backup)

TCAD simulation 

➤ Back-side biasing versus top-side biasing: 

back-side biasing forms a more uniform E-field 

AMS does not support back-side biasing

Back-side biasing Top-side biasing
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Previous work at Liverpool (backup)

Probe station in Uni. Liverpool 
clean room
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New submission in LFoundry - design flow

Take the inverter as an example: 
1.  schematic (sizing and connection of devices)
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New submission in LFoundry - design flow

Take the inverter as an example: 
2.  simulation (create a testbench to test the performance of the 
circuit by simulation, DC, AC, transient, etc.)
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New submission in LFoundry - design flow

Take the inverter as an example: 
3.  layout (schematic driven)
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New submission in LFoundry - design flow

Take the inverter as an example: 
4.  physical verification on the layout (DRC, LVS, Parasitic 
extraction) 

5.  post-layout simulation 

6.  Stream out (translate graphical layout to standard 
exchangeable formate, like GDSII, OASIS etc, which is sent to 
the foundry for fabrication)
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New submission in LFoundry - My work (backup)
LDO  AC simulation result 

PSRR = 20 log10(△Vsupply / △Vout) dB, which can be improved by increasing the 
gain of the amplifier (a two-stage amplifier will be use to replace the original one) 

PSRR

21.8dB 20dB 
@50MHz
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